
The Wall Street Depression Has Prompted Santa Cruz Repression! 
HOUSELESS PEOPLE FACE DAILY HUMILIATION AND DISCRIMINATION IN SANTA CRUZ

FIRST WE COME TOGETHER, THEN WE ACT !
JOIN US IN MISSION PLAZA PARK !  BRING FRIENDS ! 

BRING SLEEPING BAGS, TENTS, WARM CLOTHING.
HOUSES AND HOUSELESS TOGETHER!   THE ONLY VICTORY IS THROUGH SOLIDARITY!

 HUFF (Homeless United for Friendship) supports Occupy Santa Cruz.   End the routine harassment 
of houseless people through the nighttime Sleeping Ban, the downtown Sitting Ban, the citywide 
Panhandling Ban, the selectively enforced Performing Ban, & anti-homeless police practices.

Restore public spaces for performing, singing, art, political speech and simple socializing.  End 
nighttime exclusion from parks, city hall, the library grounds, the levee, the Pogonip, city parking lots 

and elsewhere must end!  Open public bathrooms at night for all !  End over-policing. 

Restore equal rights.  Anything that a housed person is allowed to do at home must be allowed to 
homeless people.   The failed financial system denies decent housing to all of us. 

Join Direct Action and Protest to change the wretched conditions that the Santa Cruz City Council, 
Santa Cruz Police Department, large property owners, and Downtown Association impose on the poor 

and accept as business as usual in Santa Cruz.

Expose the failure of token social service agencies such as the Homeless Service Center: the HSC 
eliminated storage lockers, initiated harsh punishments & thuggish control measures, refuses to provide 

documents to show Waiting List status, closes during the day and uses guards at night.  

Take direct action to use unused buildings, to confront bullshitting politicians & bureaucrats, & join 
with renters & workers to take back power.    Gather in numbers at Occupy Santa Cruz .  

End all prosecutions of and police actions against houseless people for life-sustaining behavior like 
“lodging” &  sleeping;  a fair deal to renters who face escalating costs and declining wages.

Look for HUFF to register complaints & suggest actions!
Form new groups to empower those who aren't

Contact HUFF at 423-4833 with reports
Call Free Radio Santa Cruz with breaking news: 427-3772
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